Working voltage: 12V (suitable for automobiles.
motorcycles.trucks.ships)
Working current: 20A
Accessories: a built-in air horn an electric air
compressor a complete set of installation fasteners
two pipes

12V single long tube plating car air horn

Speciﬁcation

Installation instructions
1.please strictly follow the installation instructions
of the electric horn operation, the ﬁrst cut off the
power before installation, remove the existing
speaker or wiring.
2.with a good screw to ﬁx the compressor and the
speaker at the location of the installation space,
and then connected to the wire, the existing
cathode and the compressor is connected to the
positive pole, the original negative electrode and
the compressor is connected. Then the air pipe on
the compressor is received on the speaker.
3.the installation of the back of the vent holes
should be placed below, so as to avoid the water
inlet.
4.when the installation of the opening of the horn
should be placed below, so as to avoid the opening
of the water, the water into the opening of the horn
will cause trouble, please install the opening part
is not easy to enter the water.
5.please don't let for installing horn of the
supporting plate bending and deformation,
supporting plate bending or deformation will cause
the tone quality becomes poor, may not be normal
ringing.

Matters needing attention

Elimination method

1. the compressor must be installed vertically, and
away from the engine heating parts, horn slightly
downward installation.
2. in order to minimize the voltage loss, the
distance to shorten the distance, for the trumpet
college to work, air hose to shorten as much as
possible.
3. the car horn that prevent being wet, found the
water as soon as possible with the wind blowing
the horn.
4. try not to always press the horn, so easy to
cause premature ablation of the horn contact.
5. the speaker failure to seek professional repair
technicians to help, do not blindly replace the
horn, easy to cause unnecessary waste.

Unplug the compressor vent pipe, best
connected long tube, in order to avoid grease
and spray to car or person, and then to the inlet
(in the compressor bottom side) ﬁlling oil,
irrigation side edge horn button. This will see
long tube spouted black grease, so repeatedly,
until the dirt Pai Ching speakers can normal
work.

Maintenance items
The speaker mainly consists of an air compressor
and a gas dynamic speaker, long-term use of the
opportunity to reduce the amount of dust in the air
inhaled, the dust and the compressor lubricating
oil bonded together produce grease and grease
will to block a gas path, leading to the compressor
does not work properly, the output air pressure
smaller, so as to bring real impact horn sound.

Product features:
1.speaker sound quality is good, the frequency
is extremely stable
2.long service life, price concessions, stable and
reliable work
3.easy to install, humanized design, simple
installation, vibration resistance
4.speaker design concept is novel, reasonable
structure, superior performance
5.the use of high quality materials, and plating
appearance, cast is not ordinary

